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Research Setting  

Of the many social media websites, Facebook (www.facebook.com) is

selected as a research setting for this study because of its popularity and

prominence in marketing. Industry data show that Facebook is

undoubtedly one of the most popular social network websites in terms of

its number of users and marketing power (Ellison et al., 2007; Morrison,

2010; Peppitone, 2010). As one of the fastest growing applications of

social commerce, Facebook commerce (i.e., f-commerce) currently

controls more than 600 million active users in over 210 countries

(Socialbakers.com, 2011) and 60% of the world’s top retailers have an

active presence on Facebook (Cripps, 2010). Although precise statistical

data are not available, most of top retail brands have developed their own

web pages on Facebook, cultivating their brand communities and

engaging their consumers in diverse ways (Morrissey, 2009).

Specifically, a Brand Page, offered as one of the menus on Facebook, is 

the setting of this research. To create a Brand Page on the Facebook

website, users need to determine the Page for detailed product 

categories, such as clothing, drugs, electronics, furniture, and home 

décor. After the product category is determined, users can simply type the 

name of the brand or product that becomes the name of the community. 

Once created, this Page is available to everyone on the web, and the 

content posted to the Page becomes public information (Facebook Pages, 

2011). Brand Page is basically operated within the Facebook website, as 

is an individual’s personal web page on Facebook. These Pages are 

basically aggregations of Facebook members, although non-members of 

Facebook still can access to the Page through the URL address of an 

individual Page (e.g., www.facebook.com/cocacola). However, posting 

ability for both members and non-members may be limited depending on 

how the administrator of a Page selects its initial setting of the Page. 

Because any Facebook users can easily create the Page for a brand and 

utilize the Page as a fan-based community, it is typical that major brands 

have multiple Pages. However, most of companies have their own official 

Brand Pages operated by the company, typically having the largest 

number of members. Brand Page examined in this research is the 

company’s official Page and is operationalized as a company-generated 

online brand community on Facebook. 

Introduction

This research explores how global fashion companies utilize social media 

as a strategic venue in order to interact with their customers in a global 

business environment.  Utilizing a concept of globalization, we analyze 

diverse strategic actions fashion global companies perform via social 

media.

Sampling 

Top 20 fashion companies were chosen from the ranking list provided by 

Facebook Fashion Index published by Stylophane.com (Stylophane.com, 

2012). The ranking was based on the number of “Like” hits. Given that 

Brand Pages permit only those who click a “Like” button on their Page to 

participate in the community (e.g., writing a comment on the Wall), using 

this list as a sampling frame deemed appropriate. This list also provided 

the number of companies’ own posts and the number of comments 

received by members. While more than 250 companies were ranked in 

the list, selecting top 20 companies that show leadership enabled clear, in-

depth observation of the companies’ strategies.    
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Contact  

Tentative Proposition 1: As a result of the process of globalization, we 

expect companies to consider the global as a target when performing 

social media.

Tentative Proposition 2: As a result of the process of globalization, we 

expect companies to present globally oriented contents, language, image, 

mode, questions, messages, information, policies, movies, music, color, 

layout, etc. in the domain of social media strategies.

Tentative Proposition 3: As a result of the process of globalization, we 

expect similar (and/or distinct) social media strategies (or tactics) to be 

employed among companies. 

Tentative Proposition 4: As a result of the process of globalization, we 

expect the social media strategies of each company will not vary across 

other countries.

Research Proposition 

Data Collection  

Data have been collected from each sample company’s Facebook pages 

by observing contents and information available during the given period. 

Because this research focuses on the companies’ strategies implemented 

on Facebook, companies’ posts were mainly observed. Data collection 

began august 22nd, 2012 and plans to be ended December 9th, 2012. 


